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Abstract

Many problems in natural language processing require
generating text. This includes problems like language
translation, dialogue generation, and speech recogni-
tion. For all of these problems, text generation becomes
more difficult as the text becomes longer. One difficulty
with current language models is they often struggle to
keep track of coherence for long pieces of text. Here, we
attempt to have the model construct and use an outline
of the text it generates to keep it focused. We find that
the usage of an outline improves perplexity. For initial
experiments, we do not find that using the outline im-
proves human evaluation over a simpler baseline. Simi-
larly, hierarchical generation is not found to improve in
human evaluation.

Introduction
Recurrent neural networks have been successfully used for
a variety of tasks in dealing with natural language. Suc-
cesses include language translation (Sutskever, Vinyals, and
Le 2014), speech recognition (Graves 2012), and text to
speech (Kalchbrenner et al. 2018). They all learn to model
the conditional probability of a sequence. They are usually
approached by sequence to sequence models. These mod-
els have the advantage that their negative log likelihood is
differentiable allowing them to be directly trained through
gradient descent.

A similar task is language modeling. Here the goal is to
determine the probability of a sequence of words. Being able
to model text is important for natural language understand-
ing. These models can be used for detecting possible errors
in sentences, determining possible ways to extend a piece
of writing, and generating text. Language modeling is also
commonly done with recurrent neural networks by directly
optimizing the negative log likelihood.

One shared difficulty in all of these problems is although
in theory a recurrent model can preserve information for ar-
bitrarily long sequences, in practice recurrent models tend to
struggle to keep track of context as the sequence length be-
comes high. Models for tasks like language translation tend
to avoid translating entire paragraphs and instead focus on
only generating a sentence at a time. Similarly, when you
generate multiple sentences of text from language models,
they tend to be locally coherent, but not globally coherent.

The difficulty of generating large samples also arises in
generating images. In the realm of images though, a differ-
ent technique is commonly used for generation. Here, gen-
erative adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al. 2014) have
been successfully used to generate images directly. Similar
to text, initially these models only worked well for gener-
ating small images. Generating large images (like 1024 by
1024) was difficult for these models. In some recent work,
the issue of large images was dealt with by generating im-
ages in a hierarchical manner. Instead of directly learning
to generate the desired image, lower resolution images were
first generated and then improved upon (Zhang et al. 2016).
Initially, this was done by generating one lower resolution
image and then directly the final image. More recently, this
has been extended to starting off with generating a small im-
age and iteratively increasing its resolution by double until
reaching the desired size (Karras et al. 2017).

Inspired by the idea of generating images in a hierarchi-
cal manner, here we will explore generating text in a hier-
archical manner. Similar to (Zhang et al. 2016), we will ap-
proach this by generating in two steps. One difficulty with
hierarchical text generation, is meaningfully down sampling
text is more difficult than down sampling images. The tex-
tual equivalent of decreasing resolution is summarization,
which is a difficult problem in itself. To side step this issue
we will use a simple extractive summarization approach to
get an outline. Using an extractive summarization approach
to acquire information to build upon has been done previ-
ously in generating Wikipedia articles (Liu et al. 2018). The
difference is there they used the summarization to extract
relevant information from references to generate the article,
while here we are applying the summarization to the target
text to acquire an outline of the text. The hierarchical aspect
will be also having a separate model component to directly
generate the outline. That way when we want to generate a
complete document, we first generate the outline, and then
condition upon the outline to generate the entire document.

Our main contribution will be to explore generating text in
a hierarchical manner by separating text generation into two
phases. The first phase generates an outline of the text, while
the second phase uses the outline to generate the complete
document.



Background

The general framework of sequence to sequence models is to
have an encoder and decoder model (Sutskever, Vinyals, and
Le 2014). For our purposes, we will be using convolutional
sequence to sequence models (Gehring et al. ). The encoder
model’s purpose is to take in an input sequence and construct
representations of each of the token in the sequence. The
decoder’s hidden state is initialized based upon the encoder’s
final hidden state. At each step the decoder predicts the next
token until it predicts an end of sequence token.

As it is difficult to encode an entire sequence into one
vector, generally the decoder is allowed to look back at the
representations of the tokens the encoder created through an
attention mechanism (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014). In
an attention mechanism the decoder’s hidden state is scored
against the encodings of all the tokens in the input sentence.
Those scores are converted to probabilities and then each of
the encodings is weighted by its probability to be focused
upon to determine the context vector. This context vector
is then fed in to the decoder to aid it in keeping track of
information from the entire sentence.

One weakness of conventional attention is it only allows
focusing on words in the source sequence and not in the tar-
get sequence. Self-attention (Vaswani et al. 2017) is a mod-
ification that attends on both words in the source and prior
words in the target. This is especially important for mod-
els that generate long sequences to be able to keep track of
what has been made. A second weakness of conventional at-
tention is it only operates at the word level. This ignores that
for the outlines we condition upon they are built from sen-
tences. An extension of attention to account for both word
level and sentence level information is hierarchical attention
(Ling and Rush 2017).

For summarization, approaches fall into two primary cat-
egories. Extractive summarization focuses on choosing the
main sentences/words from the document and then having
the summary consist of directly copying those words. Ab-
stractive summarization focuses on having a model generate
the words directly for the summary. As our goal is to sim-
ply have an outline of the text extractive summarization is
sufficient. It would be interesting future work to see how
different methods of generating an outline affect document
generation.

The summarization algorithm that will be used is called
SumBasic (Nenkova and Vanderwende 2005). This algo-
rithm is based upon choosing sentences with words that are
frequent in the document and after choosing a sentence,
down-weighting those words to avoid choosing sentences
that are too similar.

Methods

The main idea is to generate text in a hierarchical manner by
generating the topic sentences of the document first and then
generating the entire paragraph by conditioning on the topic
sentence.

Summarization
As the primary focus of this work is not on new methods
of summarization, prior text summarization methods will be
used. SumBasic (Nenkova and Vanderwende 2005) is one
frequency based method for determining the topic sentence.
It tries to find sentences whose words are common in the
document. One way to avoid overweighting common words
like ’the’ is to penalize words that are common across many
articles. TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Fre-
quency) does this by multiplying by the negative log proba-
bility of a word appearing in a document. SumBasic is often
tweaked to use TFIDF instead of directly using word fre-
quencies (Allahyari et al. 2017).

As the outline is intended to contain information about
each section of the text instead of directly applying to Sum-
Basic to the full document, it will be applied at the meta-
paragraph level. Here, meta-paragraph does not refer to the
actual paragraphs in the text because their lengths are very
inconsistent. For many of the documents in the training data,
the paragraphs only contain one or two sentences. Extracting
a topic sentence from each of these paragraphs as an outline
would be problematic as we would effectively be letting the
outline contain too much of the document. To avoid this is-
sue, the actual paragraphs will be aggregated together using
the rule that any paragraph under a threshold number of sen-
tences k will be combined with the next paragraph to form
a meta-paragraph. As a side effect every meta-paragraph ex-
cept for possibly the last one will end up having at least k
sentences.

Lastly, some preprocessing is done before directly apply-
ing SumBasic. Stop words are removed using a list of nltk’s
English stop words, numbers are removed, punctuation is
removed, and words are stemmed using Porter stemming
(Porter 1980).

Model
The model will be an extension of the model used in Neural
Story Generation (Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin 2018). In that
work, a sequence to sequence model was used to convert
that prompt into a complete document. Our main extension
is dividing the sequence to sequence model into two com-
ponents to assist in the coherence for the generated text.
The overview of the two components is there will be one
for generating topic sentences and one for expanding topic
sentences into complete paragraphs.

For generating the document from the prompt we will first
generate the outline associated to the document. This com-
ponent will be trained using almost the same type of archi-
tecture as the sequence to sequence model used by (Fan,
Lewis, and Dauphin 2018). The one difference is we did
not use the cold fusion mechanism, mainly to lower needed
training time.

The second component will use the outline to generate
the entire document. It will also be based upon the sequence
to sequence model used by (Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin 2018)
and similarly will not include cold fusion. It will be extended
in one way. The self attention heads in the decoder will re-
main the same, but the attention over the encoded outline



will be replaced by a hierarchical attention. The sentence
vectors will be obtained by summing the encoded word vec-
tors for each word in the corresponding sentence. The sen-
tence vectors then serve as the key and value for the atten-
tion, while the query is the decoder’s activation at the layer
the attention is used. Similar to how the prior decoder at-
tention was gated, the hierarchical attention is also gated
and uses the same gating. The gating used is a sequence of
layers consisting of a linear layer, GLU (gated linear unit)
(Dauphin et al. 2016), linear layer, GLU, and a final linear
layer. Both model components will be trained separately by
directly optimizing the negative log likelihood.

Lastly, strictly speaking the probability of an entire doc-
ument can only now be obtained by marginalizing over all
possible outlines. A lower bound for the probability can be
obtained by instead generating the most likely outline for a
given prompt and then finding the probability of the docu-
ment conditioned on that outline. This lower bound however
is intractable to compute as it involves generating many out-
lines and due to the long length of the sequences and the
relatively slow generation time, even only using 10 outlines
for the approximation it would take approximately 100 days
just to evaluate on the validation/test set on one 1080 Ti. It
also turns out to be intractable as the memory needed to do
a beam search with such long sequences is too high and it
runs out of memory if you increase the beam size beyond 2.

As the two components are trained separately, this simi-
larly leads to the overall training loss not corresponding to
the actual story negative log likelihood. As using that loss
properly would require being able to efficiently compute the
probability of a document, this is intractable for the reasons
given in the prior paragraph.

A second discrepancy that arises in the model is that due
to training the components separately, the second compo-
nent is only trained on good outlines. It’s never trained to
deal with poorly generated outlines, so if the first component
generates a bad outline, the second component is unlikely to
be able to recover from the mistake. This is unlike the train-
ing for StackGAN (Zhang et al. 2016) where the second part
of the model was trained using the output of the first part of
the model. The primary difficulty from using this training
for the current model is the slow generation time that would
end up increase the training time by a factor of roughly 30
(the value partly depends on the dataset used).

Evaluation Approach
Datasets
The main dataset that will be used is the Wikitext-103
dataset described in (Merity et al. 2016). It consists of a large
collection of preprocessed wikipedia articles. As this dataset
does not come with prompts, the prompt used will simply
be the first sentence of the article with the goal being gener-
ating the entire article. This dataset also had preprocessing
done primarily to eliminate tables (which were difficult to
distinguish from paragraphs), to canonicalize numbers, and
to lowercase everything.

A second relevant dataset for story generation was a col-
lected from a subreddit called WritingPrompts. Here, top-

ics were created with an story prompt and users responded
with stories (Fan, Lewis, and Dauphin 2018). This dataset is
available on github1, and mostly the same text preprocessing
will be used. The main difference is that quotation marks and
numbers were canonicalized, markup was removed, and the
text was lowercased. To still be able to compare against them
we will re-train the models they used. Due to the length of
training time on this dataset experiments on this dataset will
primarily be done in future work.

Possible Evaluation Metrics
The two automated evaluation metrics used for previously
for the story dataset are perplexity and prompt relevance.
Both are problematic for the hierarchical model as they in-
volve computing the probability of a story. Due to the pre-
viously discussed computational intractability of computing
story probabilities neither can be used for the hierarchical
model. For the non-hierarchical models and the components
of the hierarchical model we can still measure the perplexity
to see how well the model captures the text distribution.

Recently, (Semeniuta, Severyn, and Gelly 2018) explored
various evaluation metrics for language models. Two auto-
mated metrics they explored are the Frechet Infersent Dis-
tance (FID) and Reverse Language Model Score. The FID
metric is based on encoding all of the generated and real
documents as vectors and then comparing the distributions
of these vectors by approximating them as Gaussian. The
FID metric is problematic as it requires a model that can en-
code the meaning of a document well. In their work, they
only focused on sentence level generation and were able to
use a model that could create sentence vectors. A second is-
sue with the FID metric is that they did not find it sensitive
to word order which indicates it not correlating well with
human perception of quality. The Reverse Language Model
score is based on the idea that if the generated texts are sim-
ilar enough to the real texts, than a language model trained
on the generated texts should then have a low perplexity on
the real texts. The main issue is it involves generating many
texts. Due to the slow generation time of our current model,
this metric is expensive to compute.

One, method we can use on any model and have ini-
tial results for is human evaluation. The way human eval-
uation was done was that each model being analyzed had
about 30 stories generated. Then, a group of native English
speakers were found and each had to evaluate ten stories on
both global coherence and overall quality on a 5 point Likert
Scale.

Models
The models that will be compared are a model from source
⇒ outline, outline ⇒ story, outline ⇒ story + hierarchical
attention (h.a.), source ⇒ story, hierarchical source ⇒ story
+ h.a..

1https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/tree/
master/examples/stories



Table 1: Model Perplexity
Model Validation Perplexity
source ⇒ outline 45.63
outline ⇒ story 21.08
outline ⇒ story + h.a. 20.49
source ⇒ story 30.96

Evaluation Results
Perplexity Evaluation
There are a couple interesting things from the model per-
plexity experiments. The biggest one is that the perplexity
of source ⇒ story is lower than the perplexity of source ⇒
outline indicating it is easier on average word wise to gen-
erate the full article than just the outline. One possible ex-
planation for this is that in generating the outline there are
much more abrupt shifts in topic when compared to gener-
ating the article and as each word is conditional on the prior
words, the topic flowing more smoothly may make it easier
to guess the next word.

The other interesting result is that hierarchical attention
led to a small improvement in perplexity. In the prior work
by (Ling and Rush 2017) involving hierarchical attention,
it was mainly motivated by trying to have a more compu-
tationally efficient attention mechanism over long sequence
and was not found to be helpful otherwise. The improve-
ment however is small enough that it would be necessary to
do multiple experiments to tell if it was an improvement due
to noise or a genuine improvement.

Human Evaluation
The results can be found in table 2 on the next page. Cur-
rently, the number of stories evaluated total is only 70. For
the three models, only one pair is significantly different in
global coherence. That pair is hierarchical model vs source
⇒ story where the latter is better (p = 0.005). The hierar-
chical model is also significantly different in quality from
both of the other two models (for both p = 0.049). The
worst model is still within a standard deviation evaluation
wise of the best model in both metrics indicating how noisy
the quality of the stories are and the reviews.

If the mean and standard deviations where to continue to
look the same as the sample size grows that would lead to
a weird result of the source to story model performing bet-
ter in human evaluation on global coherence than the out-
line to story model. Considering the outline is intended to
have more information the model should be able to extract
more content. It would also be weird given that the outline to
story model heavily outperformed the source to story model
when it comes to perplexity and would mean perplexity and
human evaluation do not correlate well for article genera-
tion. Lastly, overall quality and global coherence correlate
strongly (r = 0.74, p < 0.001).

Failure Cases
Here, we will examine two of the worst generated stories.
Worst is defined as being rated as a 1 in both global co-

herence and overall quality. The first is from the outline ⇒
story and the second was from the hierarchical model with
attention. As a note for reasons of space stories were trun-
cated to two paragraphs while outlines were truncated to five
lines. unk was used for unknown tokens, num was used for
numbers, and newline was used to keep track of paragraph
breaks. The text each model was conditioned on will also be
shown.

Outline 1: after thurstan ’s death , osbert was opposed to
one of the candidates for the archbishopric , william fitzher-
bert , and worked to secure fitzherbert ’s deposition and re-
placement by henry murdac . newline this document lists
him as ” osbert archdeacon ” , which means that he proba-
bly held the archdeaconry of richmond . newline originally ,
osbert had supported elias unk , murdac ’s choice for abbot
, but then changed his stance and helped with the deposi-
tion . newline unk obtained a hearing on the charges at a
royal council presided over by king stephen of england at
michaelmas in num , but stephen ’s subsequent death pre-
vented a resolution . newline he also acted as a steward for
hugh de tilly .

Story 1: leofric or unk ( unk or unk ; c . num num july
num ) was the son of king philip iii of scotland . in num , he
was crowned king , but after num , a short time spent on eng-
land , and his death in num , he was deposed by king stephen
i of scotland . the marriage was short - lived ; however , the
death is unknown . newline leofric was born about num :
num to unk de unk , one of the brothers of the great unk . he
took up a good education and was taught by william of unk
, who had studied there until num . he also studied a variety
of clerical and mathematics , particularly as a tutor , and was
taught to study at the royal royal library . in december num
, he became archbishop in england . he wrote his last letter
to unk , a latin text , and was a member of a group of royal
royal clerks . newline

Prompt 2: the portage to san cristobal of a¡dot¿h¡dot¿ is
a num literary and philosophical novella by george steiner
, in which jewish nazi hunters find a fictional adolf hitler (
a¡dot¿h¡dot¿ ) alive in the amazon jungle thirty years after
the end of world war ii .

Outline 2: he began work as a unk at the age of num .
newline during world war ii , unk joined the unk unk ( royal
society ) in the united states where he made his world de-
but in the world . newline unk ’s first name was unk unk .
newline he was promoted to unk ’s unk unk - unk in num .
newline unk became the new man ’s second - oldest student
, unk unk - unk , as a student from unk - unk . newline unk
was one of the founding members of the unk unk - unk , the
first to be called unk . newline

Story 2: unk unk ( unk , ” young woman ’s sister , the unk
, ” to the unk ” ) is unk ( unk , ” young woman ’s sister , the
unk ) , ” girl ’s son , and the unk ” . the name unk is from
the greek unk or ” woman ’s mother unk ” , referring to her
marriage to unk . after the marriage , her son , ila , is the only
person to be killed in the world . newline during world war
ii , il began work as a unk at the age of num . she was the
first female woman to be a unk ( unk ) . after being married ,
ila became the new man ’s second - oldest student ; however
, her marriage to unk was interrupted in num . newline



Table 2: Initial Human Evaluation Results
Model µ-Global Coherence σ-Global Coherence µ-Quality σ-Quality
source ⇒ story 3.36 1.00 2.91 1.07
hierarchical source ⇒ story + h.a. 2.54 0.96 2.26 0.89
outline ⇒ story + h.a. 3.14 1.31 2.90 1.22

The first example does not actually look particularly bad,
so that points to unreliable human evaluation scores. Espe-
cially not when a score of 2 would still be considered poor
and 1 meant very poor. For future human evaluation, less
people will be used to try and have the scores be more con-
sistent. It did interestingly not seem to be very related to the
outline. While king stephen and scotland are present, a lot of
the rest of the details are not very related. Admittingly, that
may partly be due to uncommon names likely having been
fed to the model as unknown so the many early names in the
outline were likely not really read by the model.

The second example looks to be a case where the first
component of the hierarchical model did poorly leading to
the model struggling to generate a story from that outline. It
is not the only example where too many unknown word to-
kens end up leading to poor stories and while repetition oc-
curs more broadly, unknown tokens have the worst tendency
to lead the story to become too repetitive. This issue may
also be helped by training the second component of the hi-
erarchical model on not just good outlines, but also sampled
outlines so it can learn to not be too reliant on the outline.

More broadly, the main type of error found in generated
stories is too much redundancy. Often individual sentences
would not be too bad, but a very similar sentence would ap-
pear a bit later in the paragraph. Story quality also generally
becomes worse near the end of the story.

Best Cases
Here are two of the best stories based on achieving a 5 in
global coherence and a 4 in overall quality. The first is from
the source ⇒ story model and the second is from the outline
⇒ story model. The text each model was conditioned in is
also shown.

Prompt 3: the zrinski battalion ( croatian : unk zrinski )
was a special forces unit of the croatian national guard ( zbor
narodne garde zng ) and later of the croatian army ( hrvatska
vojska hv ) established in kumrovec on num may num ,
during the croatian war of independence .

Story 3: the croatian battalion ( croatian : unk unk ) was a
special forces unit of the croatian national guard ( zbor nar-
odne garde zng ) and later of the croatian army ( hrvatska
vojska hv ) established in unk on num may num , during the
croatian war of independence . the battalion was formed dur-
ing the croatian campaign of the croatian jna alliance and
the croatian police , and was responsible for the yugoslav
military ’s first military operation , which was to be located
in the unk , a small village . its main role in operation came
from the croatian military ’s , as well as other croatian forces
. newline in the early days of the war in croatia , the battal-
ion deployed a number of special forces , which were the
most heavily defended the yugoslav army . the unit com-
prised three battalions of four companies . a number of the

battalion ’s personnel were deployed for the first time dur-
ing the croatian campaign . during the war , a number of jna
operations and training depots had been deployed to croa-
tia in the nums . newline after being handed over on num
may num by the croatian national guard , the battalion was
reorganised into the croatian national guard ( zbor narodne
garde zng ) and was reorganised as the military ’s military
’s ( unk ) battalion in the unk ( sao krajina ) . the battalion
’s operations and operations were transferred to the newly
created unk . the battalion ’s activities were mainly limited
by the majority of the battalion ’s personnel , including num
officers who participated in the num yugoslav campaign of
the croatian war of independence . in june num , the regi-
ment was transferred from its subordinate units , with the re-
maining members being the croatian - croatian police ( unk
republike ) . the battalion ’s activities in croatia were largely
subordinated to the government of croatia and a small num-
ber of other battalions from other countries . newline

Outline 4: he was previously the head coach at butler uni-
versity in indianapolis . newline on april num , num , he
became the head coach after todd unk left to coach the iowa
hawkeyes . newline in july num , he signed a six - year ,
num million dollar contract to become the head coach of the
boston celtics in the nba . newline bradley kent stevens grew
up in unk , indiana , where he developed his love for basket-
ball . newline he wore no. num in high school in honor of
indiana pacers guard reggie miller . newline he earned three
letters in basketball , three in track , and one in baseball dur-
ing his days at unk . newline the more success you had at
lilly , the harder it would be to leave . ” newline

Story 4: walter george stevens ( may num , num october
num , num ) was an american major league baseball ( mlb )
outfielder who played for the boston red sox ( num num ,
num num ) and the yankees ( num num ) . stevens was an
outfielder , placekicker and punter , and had played with the
boston indians and boston red sox from num to num . he was
previously the head coach at butler university in indianapolis
. he played num seasons in major league baseball ( mlb ) for
the boston red sox , and in num played on the chicago red
sox from num to num . newline stevens played num major
league baseball ( mlb ) all - star team in num , and led the
league to five consecutive national champions with a num
num conference record , the longest streak in career history
. he was also the only player to reach the major division i ’s
num playoffs . the num and num seasons have taken place
in the central division ( num num ) . newline at the time of
the num mlb draft , he was known for the right to handle a
hit . he was one to only two players . in num , the red sox
traded him in minor league organization with the red sox .
the red sox promoted him with the numth overall pick in the
num mlb draft , while the red sox traded him to the cleveland
indians . newline



In both cases we see that the text conditioned upon was
very informative. Doing a better job of preprocessing would
likely help in some cases as some of the other prompts end
up being truncated too heavily (mainly due to difficulty de-
termining where a sentence ends). The main topic is pre-
served although a lot of the details can change. For the sec-
ond story, originally the player was a basketball player, but
morphed into a baseball player.

Conclusion
Thus far, we have tried generating text in a hierarchical man-
ner for generating wikipedia articles. Most automated met-
rics for measuring overall story generation quality are in-
applicable due to being computationally intractable. When
it comes to human evaluation metrics, the collection of that
data is still ongoing, but currently it appears that the hier-
archical model is statistically significantly worse than the
prompt ⇒

For future work, the most important thing is to simplify
the model to reduce the heavy computational time associated
with it, as this would open up a lot more options that are
currently blocked by it would take weeks or months to do.
In particular, the current hierarchical model is only trained
on true outlines which makes it likely to do poorly if the
outline it initially generates is flawed. If the model was faster
at generating text, it would also become feasible to evaluate
the model using reverse language model score.

Two other possible directions is to make better usage of
the outlines. Specifically, for ideal outlines we know that the
sentences present in the outline should also be present in
the target text. Allowing the model to copy an entire sen-
tence would be beneficial and make it more likely it fully
uses the outline. This does come with the downside that a
poor sentence in a generated outline being copied would be
problematic. That could hopefully be dealt with by training
on a mixture of generated and real outlines. A second is-
sue is currently the model is not forced to attend to different
parts of the outline. Considering that different parts of the
story should correspond to different parts of the outline it
should be pushed to examine the entire outline. This could
be achieved by adding a term to the loss that pushes it to
attend to each sentence at some point. This type of loss has
been used successfully before to promote diversity of atten-
tion weights in (Kiddon, Zettlemoyer, and Choi 2016).
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